REF. VIL31088

€320,000 Apartment - Sold

Excellent 4-bedroom apartment with 29 m² terrace for sale in Vilanova i la Geltrú
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OVERVIEW

Excellent 4-bedroom apartment with beautiful sea and
mountain views for sale in Vilanova i la Geltrù.
This beautiful apartment is located close to shops, public transport, the university,
international schools and a gym, as well as a 20-minute walk from the beach and a 5minute walk from the train station.
The house has a comfortable and functional layout, is bright and has wide and open
views. Upon entering the apartment, we find a spacious living room that leads to a
spectacular 29 m² corner terrace. From the terrace, you can enjoy spectacular views
of the sea and the mountains. The living room leads us to a spacious, fully equipped
kitchen with a breakfast table.

lucasfox.com/go/vil31088
Mountain views, Sea views, Terrace, Lift,
Natural light, Parking, Alarm, Balcony,
Built-in wardrobes, Chill out area

The apartment has the master bedroom with private bathroom and access to the
terrace, another double bedroom and a single bedroom, which share a complete
bathroom with shower. All bedrooms have mountain views.
The property has stoneware floors, pre-installation of air conditioning, gas heating, a
lift parking included and a communal terrace.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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